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Hi! I'm Eka, an intuitive digital artist based in France. I share positive vibes through

colorful collages.

My artistic goal is delivering one message: the beauty is everywhere and it is

intense. I believe that the harmony of colors sends a message of joy and happiness.

The power of color is healing and nurturing, it reminds us of what is really

important in life.



1.  Hello Dear EKATERINA LESTIENNE.

Congratulations for being selected interview

artist. Your work includes critical perspectives.

What are the topics your influenced by?

2.  Which is the role the artist plays in society

and contemporary art ? How do you feel when

you see your work completed?

Thank you very much! I am so honored to be

selected. It is a great opportunity to share my

thoughts about the art in general and my artistic

journey in particular.

 

Certainly, I am influenced by many topics. My

art initiates artistic conversations addressing

different subjects: from Renaissance portraits

to urban landscapes, from almost abstract

works to pop-art influenced experiments. I am

inspired by everything I see and I am constantly

experimenting with colors, textures and shapes.

 

Artistic world I am creating is a balance of free

thoughts and spiritual themes. Through my

visuals I am sending a message of joy and

admiration of this world. For viewers to feel

positively empowered, connected and

represented by these works.

Contemporary art is an integral part of modern

society and its reflection.

I like a quote by Modest Mussorgsky: “Art is not

an end in itself, but a means of addressing

humanity.”



3.     What is your background? How did you

get your current artistic practice?
By virtue of globalization, we are all somehow

connected. Contemporary art has now the

biggest influence than ever, inspiring and

connecting people all over the world, making

them live similar experiences, promoting a

dialogue that can be sensational, and even

transformative.

 

In my opinion, contemporary art has a mission

of pushing communities to engage

thoughtfully and make steps toward social and

environmental progress.

 

My art is full of symbolism and it is my

intention to inspire those who see my work to

look more carefully at the world around them,

to feel the connection to the beauty that

surrounds us.

I am a self-taught artist with legal and

financial background and an MBA degree.

Indeed, I have been doodling, drawing and

painting before, but my true artistic journey

starts in 2020 with my current digital art

practice.

It is a totally intuitive experience of noticing

and reproducing beauty. I trust the process

and wonder where it is going to bring me.

 

4.     Your works includes historical details

with contemporary style. When did you start

to make bridge between past and today?

Which topics are you working on?



It is exactly how I see my role as an artist:

making bridges.

My passion is correlating the past in the

present so that the viewer can better

appreciate, understand, and feel it.

These new interpretations can reveal hidden

messages in classic artworks, questioning the

idea of time and history itself.

I like the idea that my art project allows

people from different cultures and different

times to engage with each other via images.

5.     The Bold Modern will have international art

festivals in all over the Europe soon. Would you

like to join us through the art festival programs?

Did you enjoy cooperating with us?

Absolutely! It sounds like a new and wonderful

adventure.

Thank you for the interview, I am happy to be part

of the Bold Modern family.


